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Description of the research topic: Evaluation of Speech Dialog Systems that 

make use of collaborative strategies from human conversations by providing 

continuous and appropriate feedback whilst showing dynamic interaction-

structures. 

1 Research Problem 

One of the main challenges of today’s speech dialog systems (SDS) is that they fail to 

provide appropriate feedback about status and capabilities of the system. Until now 

they lack any representation of comprehension. Immediate acknowledgements or 

back-channels, known from everyday conversation with people [1] are missing. This 

leads to high uncertainty of users about what the system is up to. Operation errors like 

talking too early or entering input again while the system is still processing are due to 

state confusion which demonstrates the users’ need for process indicators. These op-

erating errors consequently lead to recognition errors followed by a low user satisfac-

tion. In addition, there is substantial evidence that counter-intuitive system interaction 

leads to high cognitive workload [2], which is a severe problem especially in the in-

vehicle dual-task context.  

 

Another challenging issue is the perceived length of dialogs. Inflexible interaction 

structures of current systems lead to low user satisfaction with the efficiency of in-

vehicle SDS. Analogous to Grice’s maxim of manner [3] the least long dialog is pre-

ferred. Rather than the number of words used per speech output, length here refers to 

situation-appropriate system responses. In particular, dispensable dialog loops de-

manding the user to confirm his input are often misinterpreted as recognition errors 



and eventually lead to poor ratings of the system. Moreover, these redundant confir-

mations provoke specific operating errors (talking to early), hyperarticulation and 

frustration on the part of the users. Latter goes back to a mismatch with existing men-

tal models of interpersonal communication. Here the amount of effort that both part-

ners dedicate to a dialog step before moving on is determined by their grounding cri-

teria [4] and is highly context-sensitive. The higher the grounding criterion is set, the 

more evidence conversational partners will require before concluding that an utter-

ance is accepted [5]. The problem postulated here is that the systems grounding crite-

rion is inflexible and so at most of the turn-takes too high. 

 

Until now, the process of grounding, which entails people systematically seeking and 

providing evidence about what has been said and understood does not sufficiently 

take place with SDS. It can be shown that this lack of grounding reduces the intention 

to use and the joy-of-use experience. Therefore, transparency is an extremely im-

portant precondition in order to create user acceptance for new speech interfaces.  

Traditional approaches mainly focus on improving the correctness of the underlying 

speech recognition. The presented experiments employed here establish dialog strate-

gies from human conversation to investigate whether these strategies can reduce the 

amount of misrecognition and have an impact on system usability ratings through re-

ducing frustration and operating errors. 

2 Research Hypotheses 

The overall hypothesis is that, adapting the system to existing communication strate-

gies and facilitating grounding processes should lead to improved user satisfaction. 

By testing systems, which use collaborative strategies known from human conversa-

tions against systems which do not, differences in usability ratings (efficiency, effec-

tiveness, satisfaction), frustration indicators (hyperarticulation) and objective data 

(operation errors) are expected to be found. It is not expected that the on-demand vis-

ualization or the flexible grounding criterion affects neither gaze nor driving behavior.  

In particular, the first study was set up to evaluate additional graphical visualizations, 

to test design alternatives and to discuss distraction potential in the dual-task context.  

Transparency of the speech interaction process through state feedback should help the 

user avoid seeking for evidence and thus reducing the operating errors. Providing vis-

ual acknowledgment about what has been said and understood should give the user a 

better sense of system capabilities.  

Regarding the dynamic dialogs, the purpose of the second study was to see whether 

the flexible grounding criterion can enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the in-

teraction by reducing the amount of turn-takes. Moreover, the reduction of redundant 

confirmation questions should reduce the operating errors and misrecognitions. Both 

is expected to lead to better ratings of system usability.  



 

3 Methods 

Using a deductive research approach two empirical user studies were conducted to 

examine the impact of visual feedback and of the flexible system grounding criterion. 

A control-group design was chosen in order to evaluate the effects of the innovations. 

While driving the simulator the probands where using the SDS for severals task con-

cerning the adressbook (e.g. making a call, starting navigation to a contact). The test-

ed SDS differed in visualizations (none, states, content) and dialog behavior (static, 

dynamic). Each usability construct was measured by at least one objective and one 

subjective variable. In both studies gaze behaviour and driving dynamics were rec-

orded to analyse the impact on distraction. The system's responses were logged and 

the dialog behavior, such as amount of turn-takes, hyperarticulation and misrecogni-

tions were coded by two qualified raters. In order to examine the mental models, 

methods like free recall and recognition tests were employed. Subjective data were 

collected through standardized usability questionnaires (SUMI, SUS) and interviews.  

4 Solutions 

The grounding process requires partners to be able to find incremental evidence of 

each other´s understanding. There is substantial evidence that “feedback from a spo-

ken language system need not be in the form of speech […] it can be graphics.“[5]. 

Accordingly, an obvious first step was to implement a system that provides a supple-

mentary visualization of the system status and dialog results. In addition to the latter, 

the following system states are shown; Ready, Receiving, Processing and Speaking.  

These visual indicators should spare users the effort of guessing about system status 

and dialog intentions [6]. Given the fact that this work is set in an in-vehicle context, 

the visual applications for SDS have been adjusted to demands of dual-task contexts.  

The results of the first simulator study clearly indicate the positive effect of visualiza-

tions, which are showing processing information and also representing the recognized 

slots by the system. Furthermore it could be shown that visual feedback can trigger 

turn-takes and increase the perceived system transparency. It was found that an ab-

stract presentation of the system state does not cause significant increase in the head-

down time when compared to a control group without visualization. In addition to 

these and other findings about usability and distraction, extensive design recommen-

dations can be stated.  

 

Another area of action concerns the adaptation of the system behavior to the current 

dialog situation. By implementing a flexible grounding criterion the system will only 

ask for confirmation if it is insecure, similar to what humans do. In consequence, the 

system demands confirmation only when an increased user effort is justified. This is 

the case, if the previous dialog turn was difficult (low accuracy), ambient noise is pre-

sent or if a misunderstanding would have serious consequences. For each dialog step, 

a predefined function computes, whether a confirmation request is necessary at this 

point of the dialog. Trimming the dialogs in this specific way can lead to efficient and 

satisfactory speech interaction despite the persisting shortcomings of the speech rec-



ognizers. By reducing the amount of turn-takes one automatically reduces the possi-

bility of recognition errors. Also, it can be shown that avoiding redundant confirma-

tions also reduces the occurrence of operating errors and hyperarticulation, which has 

a positive impact on system evaluation. 

5 Contributions 

Primarily a feedback model and a grounding criterion function for human-computer 

speech interaction is presented, which is based on a collaborative theory of human 

communication [7]. The model is used to systematically provide additional visual 

feedback from a SDS, thus improving and expanding the cognitive model of the user 

with respect to system functionality and capabilities. Additionally the grounding crite-

rion function realizes a system that shows confirmation requests only, when necessary 

and reduces thereby operating errors and misrecognitions.  

Results from extensive system evaluation show that it reduces both, the uncertainty 

of the user about the skills of the system and, in consequence, the reservations to-

wards the voice control interface.  
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